Effective pharmacological treatment options for chronic pain remain very limited, and continued reliance on opioid analgesics has contributed to an epidemic in the United States. On the other hand, nonpharmacologic neuromodulatory interventions provide a promising avenue for relief of chronic pain without the complications of dependence and addiction. An especially attractive neuromodulation strategy is to optimize endogenous pain regulatory circuits. The prefrontal cortex is known to provide top-down control of pain, and hence neuromodulation methods that selectively enhance the activities in this brain region during pain episodes have the potential to provide analgesia. In this study, we designed a low-frequency (2 Hz) electrical stimulation protocol to provide temporally and spatially specific enhancement of the prefrontal control of pain in rats. We showed that low-frequency electrical stimulation of the prelimbic region of the prefrontal cortex relieved both sensory and affective responses to acute pain in naive rats. Furthermore, we found that low-frequency electrical stimulation of the prefrontal cortex also attenuated mechanical allodynia in a rat model of chronic pain. Together, our findings demonstrated that low-frequency electrical stimulation of the prefrontal cortex represents a promising new method of neuromodulation to inhibit pain.
Introduction
Chronic pain affects close to one in three or four adults. 1 Despite progress in understanding basic mechanisms of chronic pain, few highly effective analgesics have been discovered in the last 50 years. This lack of translation has resulted in the overuse of opioids for chronic pain treatment, particularly in the United States in recent years, leading to an opioid epidemic. 2 In this context, neuromodulation holds promise as a method of nonpharmacologic pain treatment with minimal risks for addiction or abuse. Electrical stimulation methods such as transcranial direct or alternating current stimulation and deep brain stimulation (DBS) have been developed for patients with neuropsychiatric diseases. In a limited number of studies, some of these brain stimulation methods have been shown to be effective in pain management. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] In addition, spinal cord stimulation (SCS), which is based in part on the gate control theory, 9 has been in clinical use for the treatment of chronic neuropathic pain. 10 However, current neuromodulation methods typically require continuous, relatively high-frequency electrical stimulations of peripheral and/or central neurons. The purpose of such methods is to take over the native property-most often inhibiting the function-of a group of neurons in a specific pain transmission pathway. Unfortunately, such methods are often associated with decreased efficacy over time as well as sensory and cognitive side effects. [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] These issues have limited the application of neuromodulation therapies. Thus, more work is needed to improve the neuromodulation approach for analgesia.
In addition to taking over a neural circuit, neuromodulation can also be used to enhance the endogenous pain-inhibitory function of select group of neurons. The prefrontal cortex (PFC) exerts profound top-down regulation of pain processing 16, 17 . Nonphysiologic highfrequency (>20 Hz) stimulation of the PFC has been shown to inhibit withdrawal reflexes and aversive responses to pain in animal models, further indicating this region as a critical area for endogenous pain regulation and possible target for neuromodulation. [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] Specifically, previous studies have demonstrated that optogenetic activation of the prelimbic region of the PFC (PL-PFC) in rodents can relieve pain. [20] [21] [22] Furthermore, studies have shown that the PFC projects to a number of subcortical brain regions, including the periaqueductal gray (PAG), nucleus accumbens (NAc), and amygdala to mediate pain-modulatory effects. [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] A recent study found that chronic pain reduces the basal firing rates of PFC neurons, resulting in decreased cortical pain-regulatory outputs. Meanwhile, low-frequency (2 Hz) optogenetic stimulation of the PFC increased basal firing rates of neurons in this region, which in turn resulted in an increase in the neuronal response to nociceptive inputs. These results indicate a cortical gain control mechanism, where the gain of the nociceptive cortical control is regulated by intrinsic excitability of PFC neurons. Chronic pain reduces this gain, resulting in decreased cortical modulatory outputs. Conversely, low-frequency stimulation can increase the gain of function in the PFC, leading to enhanced endogenous descending regulation of pain. 22 Such cortical gain mechanism, where the gain of cortical function can be modulated by small changes in basal firing properties, has also been proposed for other sensory and affective processes. 27, 28 However, optogenetic stimulation is not practical clinically. Thus, in order to demonstrate the usefulness of prefrontal stimulation as a novel targeted therapy, we need to show that electrical stimulation of this region, in the form of DBS, can relieve pain.
In this study, we designed a novel neuromodulation protocol to test the effect of low-frequency electrical stimulation of the PL-PFC in freely moving rats. We found that 2-Hz stimulations of this region increased the threshold of thermal pain on the Hargreaves' test in naive rats. In addition, on a well-established conditioned place preference assay, when rats received noxious stimulations in both chambers, rats preferred the chamber associated with PFC electrical stimulation. This indicated that PFC stimulation also removed the aversive effect of pain. Finally, we showed that lowfrequency stimulation of the PFC relieved mechanical allodynia associated with chronic inflammatory pain, in a complete Freund's adjuvant (CFA) model. Together, these results demonstrate that low-frequency stimulation of the PFC can be a highly effective method in treating sensory and affective component of pain.
Material and methods

Animals
All procedures were approved by the New York University School of Medicine Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee as consistent with the National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals to ensure minimal animal use and discomfort. Eight-week-old male SpragueDawley rats were purchased from Taconic Farms, Albany, NY, and kept at Mispro Biotech Services Facility in the Alexandria Center for Life Science, with controlled humidity, temperature, and 12-h (6:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.) light-dark cycle. Food and water were available ad libitum. Animals arrived to the animal facility at 250 to 300 g and were given on average 10 days to adjust to the new environment prior to the onset of experiments.
CFA injection
To induce chronic inflammatory pain, 0.1 ml of CFA (mycobacterium tuberculosis, Sigma-Aldrich) was suspended in an oil-saline (1:1) emulsion and injected subcutaneously into the plantar aspect of the hindpaw opposite to the paw that was stimulated by pin prick (PP). Control rats received equal volume of saline injection.
Intracranial electrode implant
Intracranial bipolar electrodes were constructed from twisting together two 35 mm diameter formvar insulated Stablohm 675 wires (California Fine Wire Company). 29, 30 On the stimulus end, one wire of the bipolar pair was cut 0.5 mm shorter than the other wire to provide a distance across which the applied current will traverse while also staying within the same cortical layer. The other end of the bipolar pair was stripped of the insulation and coupled to connector header (2163S-36-ND, Digi-Key). Rats were anesthetized with isoflurane (1.5%-2%). Depth of anesthesia was verified by tail pinch, which was performed throughout the surgery. The skull was exposed and a 0.7-mm-diameter hole was drilled above the target region. A 30G needle was used to pierce the dura before electrodes were slowly lowered bilaterally into the PL-PFC with the stereotaxic apparatus. Coordinates for PL-PFC bipolar electrodes were as follows: Anteroposterior (AP) þ2.9 mm, Mediolateral (ML) AE1.5 mm, Dorsoventral (DV) À3.7 mm, angled at 13 toward the midline. The electrodes and connector header were secured to the skull screws with dental cement. Rats were given on average 10 days to recovery from the surgery prior to any further testing.
Animals were sacrificed after electrical lesions. Rats were anesthetized with isoflurane (>2%), and once deep anesthesia was confirmed by tail pinch, they were sacrificed. Following sacrifice, brain sections (20 mm) were collected using a Microm HM525 cryostat machine and analyzed for the electrode location with histology staining. Animals with improper electrode implantation were excluded from the further analysis.
Electrical stimulation protocols
All electrical stimulations were applied using Constant Current Stimulus Isolator (A365, World Precision Instruments). The stimulus sequence was trigger by Transistor-Transistor Logic （TTL） pulse generators (OPTG_4, Doric Lenses). Bilateral electrical stimulation was applied at 2 Hz with a pulse width of 5 ms. Current amplitudes of 5, 10, 20, and 40 uA were used during behavioral testing. All electrical stimulations were biphasic.
Hargreaves' test (Plantar Test)
The Hargreaves' test was performed to evaluate the response to acute thermal stimulation. 20 A mobile radiant heat-emitting device with an aperture of 10 mm (37370-Plantar Test, Ugo Basile, Italy) was used to produce acute thermal stimulation of the plantar surface of the right hind paw. The latency to paw withdrawal was recorded automatically. Paw withdrawals due to locomotion or weight shifting were not counted, and the trials were repeated. Measurements were repeated five times at 5-min intervals.
Conditioned place preference assay
Conditioned place preference (CPP) experiments were conducted similar to what has been described previously. 31 The movements of animals in each chamber were recorded by a camera and analyzed with the Any-maze software. The CPP protocol included preconditioning (baseline), conditioning, and testing phases (10 min during each phase). Animals spending more than 500 s or less than 100 s of the total time in either main chamber in the preconditioning phase were eliminated from further analysis. Immediately following the preconditioning phase, the rats underwent conditioning for 10 min. During conditioning, rats received peripheral noxious stimulation (PP) every 15 s in both chambers. One of the chambers was paired with electrical treatment; the other chamber was paired with no treatment. Peripheral stimulation, electrical stimulation, and chamber pairings were counterbalanced. During the test phase, the animals did not receive any stimulation and had free access to both compartments for a total of 10 min. Animal movements in each of the chambers were recorded, and the time spent in either of the treatment chambers was analyzed by the AnyMaze software. Decreased time spent in a chamber during the test phase as compared with the baseline indicates avoidance (aversion) for that chamber.
Mechanical allodynia test
A Dixon up-down method with von Frey (VF) filaments was used to measure mechanical allodynia. Rats were individually placed into plexiglass chambers over a mesh table and acclimated for 20 min before testing. Beginning with 2.55 g, VF filaments in a set with logarithmically incremental stiffness (0.45, 0.75, 1.20, 2.55, 4.40, 6.10, 10.50, and 15.10 g) were applied to the paws of rats. A traditional Dixon up-down method with VF filaments was used to measure 50% withdrawal threshold, as described previously. 20, 32, 33 Electrical stimulation was applied throughout the time course of the allodynia test.
Statistical analysis
The results of behavioral experiments were given as mean AE SEM. A two-tailed paired Student's t test was used to analyze the results from the Hargreaves' test. For mechanical allodynia, a two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with repeated measures and post hoc multiple pairwise comparison Bonferroni tests was used. During the CPP test, a paired Student's t test was used to compare the time spent in each treatment chamber before and after conditioning (i.e., baseline vs. test phase for each chamber). Decreased time spent in a chamber during the test phase as compared with the baseline indicates avoidance (aversion) for that chamber. A conditioned placed aversion (CPA) score was computed by subtracting the time spent in the more noxious chamber during the test phase from the time spent in that chamber at baseline. A two-tailed unpaired Student's t test was used to compare differences in CPA scores under various testing conditions. For all tests, a p value < 0.05 was considered statistically significant. All data were analyzed using the GraphPad Prism Version 7 software (GraphPad).
Results
A novel low-frequency neurostimulation strategy can relieve both sensory and affective components of acute pain
Based on the concept of cortical gain control for pain, 22 where low-frequency stimulation of the cortex can improve its basal and stimulus-induced functions, we performed preclinical testing of low-frequency electrical stimulation of the PL-PFC in freely moving rats (Figure 1(a) ). We chose 2-Hz stimulation for two reasons. First, this frequency is not much higher than basal cortical spontaneous firing rates, and so it falls within the physiological range. Second, 2 Hz frequency has been successfully used in a previous optogenetic study to provide pain relief. 22 In rodents, the PL-PFC is positioned dorsal to the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC). Hence, to specifically target the PL-PFC, we inserted electrodes directly into this region (Figure 1(b) and (c)). In order to provide a low level of neuromodulation, rather than supraphysiological activation, we chose to stimulate this region at 2 Hz frequency, resembling the basal firing rates for the pyramidal neurons in this region. 22 We found that across a range of current intensities, 2-Hz stimulation of the PFC was highly effective in reducing acute nociceptive withdrawals (Figure 1(d) ). Next, we tested if low-frequency and low-intensity electrical stimulation could also reduce the aversive response to pain by testing with a two-chamber CPP assay. 21, 22, 31 We paired 2-Hz stimulation of the PFC in one chamber with a peripheral pain stimulus, and the other chamber with that pain stimulus alone (Figure 1(e) ). Rats preferred the chamber associated with electrical stimulation in the testing phase (Figure 1(f) ). In contrast, rats demonstrated no preference when the same treatment chamber was paired with sham stimulation (Figure 1(g) ). To further quantitate these results on the CPP assay, we calculated a CPA score by subtracting the amount of time rats stayed in the electrical stimulus-paired chamber during the test phase from the amount of time they stayed in the preconditioning phase. We found that low-frequency electrical stimulation of the PL-PFC reduced this CPA score compared with sham stimulation (Figure 1(h) ). Importantly, 2-Hz stimulations of the PFC did not alter baseline locomotor behavior, demonstrating relative behavioral specificity for this neuromodulation approach (Figure 1(i) ).
Low-frequency neurostimulation of the PFC relieves persistent inflammatory pain
To further investigate the impact of this low-frequency neuromodulatory strategy on chronic pain, we used a traditional inflammatory pain (CFA) model. 34, 35 CFA was administrated subcutaneously into one hind paw of the rat to induce persistent inflammatory pain (Figure 2(a) ). We chose a low current intensity (20 mA) that has been shown to be well tolerated according to the previous literature. 36 At this intensity, when administered concurrently with behavior tests, 2-Hz stimulation provided effective relief of mechanical allodynia in CFAtreated rats (Figure 2(b) and (c) ). These results indicate that low-frequency and low-intensity stimulation of the PFC can relieve symptoms of chronic pain as well.
Discussion
Multimodal analgesia is critical to combat the dual public health crises of undertreatment of pain and the opioid epidemic. A key component of a multimodal strategy is the integration of nonpharmacological neuromodulation therapies. Current neuromodulation for pain has been limited to SCS in the United States. The frequency of SCS is typically 40-60 Hz. 10 Newer advances include the use of very high-frequency stimulation (10,000 Hz) and burst stimulation. [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] Numerous studies have confirmed the analgesic efficacy for SCS. 42, 43 However, three conditions limit its overall use. First, due to anatomical considerations, SCS is primarily used for lower extremity neuropathic pain. Second, the SCS is implanted in the epidural space. With constant movement of the spine, there is a high risk for lead displacement, with rates reported to be as high as 30% in some studies. 44 Finally, there has been noted loss of efficacy with SCS over time, likely due to desensitization secondary to constant and chronic stimulations.
Over the last 70 years, electrical brain neuromodulation has been studied as a treatment modality for refractory pain conditions. The overall goal in these studies has been to reduce neural activities in pain-producing or processing regions with high-frequency stimulations in a protocol similar to DBS utilized for Parkinson's disease. 45 Select targets include the ACC, motor cortex, sensory thalamus, intralaminar parafascicular complex (CMP), PAG, and NAc. 46 A number of studies targeting these areas have shown a varying degree of success in pain relief, but no method has provided consistent efficacy. Depending on the brain region being stimulated, side effects include nausea, dizziness, loss of appetite, nystagmus, vertigo, and nausea. 47 In our study, we have taken a different approach. Rather than inhibiting brain and spinal regions that may play a role in pain transmission, we have opted to enhance the function of endogenous cortical control. We have chosen the PFC as a target, as a large number of studies have shown the efficacy of PL-PFC for pain regulation in rodents. [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] Our most recent study indicates that low-frequency optogenetic stimulation of the PFC can enhance the endogenous function of this region, as evidenced by increased basal spontaneous firing rates and increased firing rates in response to a noxious stimulus. 22 While optogenetic stimulation is impractical as a treatment modality, our results here with low-frequency electrical stimulations of the PFC generated similar behavioral outcomes in naive rats and rats with persistent pain, demonstrating the promise for this therapeutic approach based on the cortical gain control mechanism. Importantly, the PL-PFC in rodents corresponds to the dorsolateral PFC (DL-PFC) in primates. Thus, our success in this study suggests the possibility that the DL-PFC may form a therapeutic target for low-frequency and low-intensity neuromodulation. While in this feasibility study we chose 2-Hz stimulation to mimic basal spontaneous firing rates of the PFC neurons, 22 future studies are needed to test a wide range of stimulation frequencies. Furthermore, in this study, we aimed to achieve the qualitative pain relief with electrical PFC stimulations using stimulation parameters that are established and safe. Thus, we used low-intensity stimulation, and we did not observe any obvious side effects such as seizure or altered locomotion. At these low intensities, however, we only achieved partial relief of mechanical allodynia. Thus, future studies are needed to optimize the stimulation parameters for achieving pain relief without unwanted side effects.
In this study, we stimulated PFC bilaterally. However, in an earlier study, we showed that ipsilateral or contralateral PFC stimulation had similar effects as bilateral stimulation. 21 It is possible that what matters for pain regulation is the total number of neurons that are activated in the PFC rather than laterality. Future studies are needed, however, to further characterize the laterality of electrical stimulation in the PFC for delivery analgesia.
We found that PFC stimulation relieved both nociceptive reflexive withdrawals and pain aversion. However, it is possible that the two behavioral effects are related. Thus, descending inhibition may have reduced ascending nociceptive inputs, resulting in less aversion. Alternatively, cortico-subcortical or corticocortical interactions may have reduced pain aversion independently. Future studies are needed to differentiate between these two possibilities.
In conclusion, we have shown that low-frequency electrical stimulation of the PFC can achieve considerable analgesic efficacy. Future studies should focus on examinations of additional cortical and subcortical targets for such neuromodulation approach and the application of this approach in clinical settings. 
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